EPCOR is an Authorized Repair Center for:
  · S&C Loadbuster tool
  · Utility Solutions Break Safe

Utility Solutions Break Safe Tool - Test Only $115.00

S&C Loadbuster Tool - Test Only $115.00

Service and repairs - labour and parts extra cost

Functional or Calibration Service: (min charge) $125.00
Voltage Detectors / Proximity Meters
Phasing Sticks / Phase Meters
Resistor Sticks / Bleeding Sticks
(services performed by 3rd party)

Extra charge for materials / repairs.

NEW SALES: QUOTES AVAILABLE
  · Salisbury rubber gloves, glove protectors, glove bags
  · Hotsticks: Chance, Hastings
  · Misc. lineman equipment

EPCOR’S HIGH VOLTAGE TEST FACILITY OFFERS:
  · Repairs and maintenance by Qualified and Trained Staff.
  · Journeyman Power Systems Electricians certifies and tests to ASTM, IEEE and CSA Standards.
  · Repairs and refinishing of insulated fiberglass tools.

Epcor High Voltage Facility Test Equipment is accredited and meets ASTM D2865-06 Standards. NIST Traceable.
### RUBBER COVER-UP
- **Test Rubber Gloves and Sleeves (pair)** $23.00
- **Test Rubber Cover-Up Equipment** $24.00
- **Test Plastic Cover-Up Equipment** $24.00

### INSULATED FIBERGLASS TOOLS
- **Test Hot Stick (under 4’)** $23.00
- **Test, Clean, Wax Insulated Tool (under 4’)** $35.00
- **Test Insulated Tool (4’ to 14’)** $40.00
- **Test, Clean, Wax Insulated Tool (4’ to 14’)** $60.00
- **Test Insulated Tool (telescopic) up to 50’** $60.00
- **Test, Clean, Wax Insulated Tool (telescopic)** $85.00
- **Test Multiple Tool Sets** $60.00
- **Test, Clean, Wax Multiple Tool Sets** $85.00
  - pruning sets, trouble kits

### REFINSISHING HOTLINE TOOLS
- **Insulated Tools (under 4’)** $60.00
- **Insulated Tools (4’ to max 14’)** $115.00
- **Gripall Fixed Length (max 14’)** $155.00
- **Hinged or Telescopic Gripalls / Shotguns** $176.00
- **Telepoles (per section)** $57.00

Cleaning of very dirty items (extra charge - hourly rate)
Minimum billing charge $25.00
Hourly Service Rate $95.00 / hr

### HOT LINE JUMPERS
- **Resistance and Di-electric Test and Inspection** $35.00
- **Load Pickup Jumper Assemblies** $115.00

### TEMPORARY PROTECTIVE GROUNDS
- **Resistance Test and Inspection**
  - **Singles** $30.00
  - **Ground Cluster (3-way)** $58.00

### TRUCK TESTING
- **Insulated Aerial Device**
  - **Upper / Lower Boom, Double Bucket Liner, Hydr. Oil** $621.00
  - **Upper / Lower Boom, Single Bucket Liner, Hydr. Oil** $561.00
  - **Upper / Lower Boom, Hydr Oil** $319.00
  - **Upper / Lower Boom only** $270.00
- **Digger Derrick Fiberglass Insulated 3rd Section** boom, hydraulic oil $319.00
- **Booms clean and wax (hourly rate)** $99.00

### Individual Components
- **Test Insulated Boom** $115.00
- **Test Basket Liner** $55.00
- **Test, Clean, Wax Jib** $53.00
- **Test Hydraulic Hose (under 14’)** $40.00
- **Test Hydraulic Hose (14’ - 50’)** $65.00
- **Test Oil Sample** $55.00

---

1 Applies to new tools only